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Bear iir. Gaensslen, 

Please excuse my typing. I'm L13, uvell and weak and just home from two weeks in the 
hospital._ 

Er, Randtilh Robertson and I have never not but we in the past were inserrei4on- , 
donee. Today I received frb'm his your truly shocking letter of April 15. I write you 
without his Isle:sledge. 
There is not a thing in your letter that reflects the dimmest awareness of the extra- 
ordinary significance of the assassination of any presidant.Whatover the into€t 

of an assassin or assassins under our political system it is a de facto coup d'etat. 

It is the most eobversive crime possible in a society like ours. It nullifies our 
cherished representative eociety.I 

At the time of the assassination your Journal was conspicuous in meeting its 
responsibilities, to the degree then possible, when others were silent.But what you 
write )r. Robertson is a cowardlt copout and that in an rem in which your journal 
should have been heard from for many years. Yet you say of such a crime with such 
questions remaining that "the whole subject is boot loft alone.q 

Of all the innumerable great railings when the President was assassinated, if 
the opinion of ono who is not a fforensice sceinttist bitt who has studied that in this 
case as nobody else has means anything to you, tho grsates failings were in forensics. 

It is not mesely, your uords,"the various different opinions" nor is it a question 
of what is srobabltfnot sensible, merely of "controversial issues." The real questions 

I believe exist for you have to do with the forensics of the so-called official inve41- 
gations and how the Academy of Forensic Sciences has worked or not worked when faced 
with them. Or, as you say, with its determination not to face them. 

The first bids on the Warren Commistion and thn assassination was my Whitewash:.. 
The aceort o . the Warren Rcport.It dates to 165. bly nirih,  NEVER AGAIN! (Uarroll 
Graf) is currently available is book stores, I have written severely and critically 
of thos involvdd in ths forensics on the Commission and in the FBI. To this date I have 
yet to received a phone call or a letter from any of that multitude complaining of 
unfairness or inaccuracy. In a lawsuit that a forensic scientists should have filed 
and did not and I did, for the rsoults of the scientific testing, when to force the 
issue of *repetitious perjury by the FBI's forensic scicnti6ts I accursed one of 
them or perjury, making myself subject to that charge if I lied, the preposterous but 
successful defense wan that I could make such charges ad infinitim because - lalew 
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more about the assassination and what surrounde4 it that friyone employed by the FBI. 
1opy on rc::uest. I state this not to boast but toAndicate to you that beginning in 
1965 therm was dependable, factual infor.,ation available to the Aaderay and it; 
Journal if either intended to do what I believe the country has a right to ex.pect of 
them when there has been such a crime followed by such dis;.mtisfaction about the 
obviously fraudulent, impossible .."solution." 

rf a crime like tide is as unimportant to you as your letter represents, 
you have, I believe, abdicated. your responsibilities. I ra-ion thin in the plural. 

the purpose: of the Academy and its Journal, ignorance is neither an excuse 
nor any kind of justification. 

Through a dozen or more Freedom of Informattbon lawsuits I obtained before the 
end. of 1931 about a third of a million paces of once-wwithheld rccords.As a mat tyrr  

X°6  principle I have always made them freely available to all working in the field, along 
with us unsupervised access to them and to our copies. In prcic:tiae moot of these who 
have examined those records have been those with whom I do not agree. But not one 
foconeicr scientist has ever come to look at zraything in them. Or asked me from mr 
knowledge of them where to look in the public reading rooms of the agencies or the 
national archives. 

Age and health impairments have for some years denied me access to those records, 
which are in out basement. Beginning then and with what time remains to me I have been 
magin,_;. what record I can ..ctur our history of the failures of all our basic institutions 
in that time of great stress and since then. I will add your letter and this one to 
thaywork, which by now is quite voluminous, as I will also add. anything you may say 

response to this. 

Dr. Robertson understatid the perjury of the autopsisto. And you have been 
silent about that.Silent about the acknowledge destruction of records in an autopsy and 
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that of a President? Did none of you read the prosector's Warren Commission testimony 
in which he tootific that what he burned..wol:ir  t-h l raTph tea  tir his House assassinatassassination,

ofr? 

commottee testimony in which he testified that he 4rned. his nthtes? For which years 
earlier I ig..-------Ppubliahod the redeipts for them in facsimile? 

Did none of you read the autopsy proctocol? It states that the X-rays show some 
forty "dust-like" frazonts in the skull. That from hardened World War II ammunitioV? 

These and matters like them would not be for you any "re-emamination of the evidence" 
becauar you have ignored. it and over so much more like it that your organzation espec-
ially should not have ignored. If it intends to meet its responsibilities. 



I do nol know what you mean when you conclude saying "the Zprnoder frames will 
not reproduce well in black an white." They have. The Fa made black-and-white 

copies for Commission publication.In a lawsuit against the Zapruder estate I got an 
agreement that espies can be made for scholarll, not commercial purposes. So you can 
make your own copies from the original. In elUdying the originial, using the .55 mm 
frames LIFE mad:,  for the Commission, I blew them up on a screen at the Archibes to 
where they were abour five feet wide and were astrduWingly clear. 

I presue from your letter you have had no into left in the subject and feel 
more secure with ignbrance of it. This despite your responsibilities as tie editor 
of the Jorunal. Tb give you a quick indication of how glaring some of the failings 
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and dewh dishonesties that by your steadfast silence yq protect are I suggest you 
look in NEVEa WAIN! which is currently available to you the FBIli picture of the 
front of the President's short collar supposed14 transitted by a bullet on page 245 
and the FBI'd #-6ietire of the tic through the kftet of which that bullet supposedlI 
passed, on the next prge. 

$u have Ilard of the magic bullet? This is a made tie. It was self-healing! 
There was even self--healing concrete, where there was an impact on a curbstone. 

See pages 332,333 and 336. 

These and ever so mUemorelike it are "better left alone" after more than 
r 

three years os silence. 

6U4hat is important to your co4ry, to you, your dournal and your Academy when 
yui4ifind this and so much like it is "best left aloqe ".,and 'feu could not put such 
issues and more like them "to rest?" 

I 	 do regret feeling a citizen's obligation to write you as 1  uathel and I hope it 
leads you to gibe this some mature and responsible thought rather than the facild 
copput I address. 

Sincerely, 
G
!! i(az  

'Jerold Weisbe 
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APR 15 1996 
Randolph H. Robertson, M.D. 
Southern Hills Medical Center 
Department of Radiology 
391 Wallace Road 
Nashville TN 37211 

Dear Dr. Robertson: 

Review of the manuscript "A Re-evaluation of the head wounds 	 etc." (Mss # 96- 0_31 ) has been completed. 1 regret to inform you that it has not been accepted for publication in this journal. 
Some words of explanation to you are in order with respect to this submission. First, there appears to be nothing materially wrong with this work from a technical standpoint. However, the central issue for us, for some time, has been whether to reopen this controversial matter in this publication. This problem surfaces periodically, when we receive a submission such as this one. 1 have again discussed the matter again, at length, with knowledgable people on our board, and we have concluded that the whole subject is -best left alone. I am pursuaded at this time that no re-examination of the evidence and data in the case, no matter how carefully done, will put the controversial issues to rest, nor convince the various different opinion holders of the errors of their ways. In addition, publication of any medical or technical item on the case would, in our view, open the doors to a flood of items, even the sum total of which will not in the end settle anything or lay the matter to rest. 

We appreciate your interest in the journal, and the opportunity to have considered this manuscript. I apologize to you for the time lag in again revisiting the basic policy question I have described. A knowledgable radiological reviewer points out that the x-rays will be extremely difficult for a non-radiologist to appreciate without extensive marking. Further, the Zapruder frames will not reproduce well in black and white. 

Sincerely, 

R.E. Gaensslen, Ph.D. 

The Official Publication of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences 
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